Tabletop Squadron
SUMMARY EPISODE 19 to EPISODE 38
A long time ago, in a galaxy far,
far away. . . .
The crew of the Afternoon Delight is told by their mysterious benefactor, Sentinel, that
he's found a fourth team member to fill the gap the recently deceased Sabos has left.
This new member, an assassin droid, must be collected before anyone else can claim
him. The crew rushes to Engebo V pick up their new team member, but find that a group
of Black Sun members beat them. After a firefight, with Tink taking heavy injuries, the
crew finds the offline droid and loads him onto the ship.

However, due to an equipment malfunction the crew can't leave the planet and must
head to a nearby city for repairs and upgrades. From there the crew splits up. Karma
organizes the ship repairs and heads to the law office to look for bounties to complete in
their downtime. Xianna and Tink go to the doctors to fix Tink's injured knee and to finally
have a professional look at Xianna's toes.
Xianna convinces Tink to skip meeting back up with Karma in order to buy drugs. After
that they all meet back up and look for places to get information on the bounties Karma
found. She gets them into an underground market and they split up and end up at an
illegal fighting ring. Xianna enrolls Tink into a match and places bets on him. Meanwhile
Karma heads to the bar and starts chatting with patrons for information. She finds Nolaa,
the Twi'lek from the casino on the herdship on Ithor. Karma gains some valuable
knowledge about their bounties and meets back up with Xianna and the two watch Tink
fight against a Wookiee. He wins and Xianna collects her winnings.
The crew heads out to collect the first bounty, the Slippery Nerfs, who have been stealing
nerfs. They find the outlaws and through gunfire and speeder accidents the bandits all
die. The crew treks back to town to collect the bounties on them. On their walk back to

the Bed and Breakfast they're staying at Tink is kidnapped. However, Karma and Xianna
don't see this happen. Xianna goes to bed and Karma goes out to search for him. Karma
discovers he was kidnapped by one of the other bounties, the Green Gregarious Gigorans
(Triple G).
Karma and Xianna wait for the ship to be repaired before rescuing their friend. While they
wait Tink gets told he's now a part of the gang by Web-Web, a blue gungan. Web-Web
says Tink will be joining them on their next mission, commandeering and raiding a Mon
Cal cruiser. Tink, not left with much choice, agrees and they head out. The Triple G's split
up, and Tink and Web-Web start exploring.
Karma and Xianna board the same Mon Cal cruiser at a different section and begin
making their way towards Tink. Xianna is distracted by a vault and starts looting before
getting locked in the room. Once free she and Karma resume their journey to find Tink.
Meanwhile the Triple G's capture the bridge and begin raiding the cargo holds. Tink and
Web-Web join up with their compatriots on the bridge. Xianna and Karma make it to just
outside the bridge before Stormtroopers show up and join them in the fight to take down
the Triple G's. Web-Web manages to escape into the vents while the rest of their crew are
killed and captured. The crew, led by Xianna, takes a hovercart filled with deposit boxes
and places the captured Gigorans on top in order to sneak the cargo past the troopers.
Back on planet Karma collects the money from the bounties on the outlaws they had
captured. Tink and Karma trade in for some upgraded weapons. Xianna ends up running
into Nolaa after selling some of the items she stole from the cruiser, and after chatting
invites her back to her room for what Xianna refers to as a date.
Now reunited, restocked, and repaired the crew sets off. Once in space they turn the
assassin droid on. They learn his name is HK-67 and Xianna nicknames him Hank.
Sentinel gives them their next mission, to recruit members for a secondary squad to work
alongside them. Their first stop is to recruit Valorissia, a rogue engineer. When they get to
her, Val and Tink have a fistfight that Xianna bets on and surreptitiously causes Tink to
lose in order to win. Val agrees to join Sentinel's team, but they must first help her steal a

prototype power source from an Imperial research center.
The crew infiltrates the research center and must get past numerous storm troopers and
security measures to get into the underground vault the power source is kept in. Val, split
from the rest of the group, runs into Mills, from Outpost 4, and immediately knocks him
unconscious. Mills is hidden in the air duct the crew came in. Once down in the vault, with
heavy help from HK, the crew gets past two Clone War era Super Battle Droids to retrieve
the power source. They run into Mills once again on the way out and are able to convince
him they're there for legitimate reasons. The crew returns to Val's base and she agrees to
work for Sentinel and the crew leaves.

The Afternoon Delight heads to the planet Sesid to a beachside resort while they wait for
a contact to arrive and give them their next mission. They discover a Loth-rat has snuck
aboard and living in the shag carpet and vents. When they arrive at the resort the crew
takes a much-needed vacation. They lounge at the swim up pool bars, take advantage of
the buffet and room service, and win a volleyball tournament. Tink hacks the resort
servers to send the bill to Falx. Xianna asks Nolaa if they are dating, and they agree that
they are. The crew has a brief shootout with some Black Sun members and afterwards
Karma collects the bounty on them.

The contact for the crew’s next mission arrives and turns out to be Tiny of the Tallahassee
Quagmire, the ship previous captained by the pirate Quiggle (episode 7). Xianna and Tink
manage to lock themselves in a small trap meant to deter thieves.

